Gulf Swimming 2018 Meet Director Certification Test
The study materials for the questions on this test are:
• The Rules and Regulations section of the Gulf Swimming Handbook.
• The Meet Director’s Information section of the Gulf Swimming Handbook.
• The 2017 or 2018 USA Swimming Rules and Regulations handbook. (2019 is not available
yet)
• The presentation from the October 18, 2017 Meet Directors Clinic.
There is a total of 60 questions. For each question, please choose the best answer from the
choices provided, or fill in the blank. Passing score is 48 of 60.
Email/scan test to tpc@gulfswimming.org when completed.
______________________________________________________________________________
Gulf Meet Director Certification Test
1.

List 8 responsibilities of the Meet Director: (4 points)

5. If the four-hour rule applies to a meet, the following statements are true:
A. The penalty for violating this rule will be double the current splash fee for each splash for both
individual and relay 12 & Under events that exceed four hours
B. Can be waived by the meet referee
C. The meet director is responsible for the penalties being sent to the gulf treasurer
D. A and B
E. A and C
6. The host of a Gulf sponsored meet can change which of these without Gulf board approval:
A. The format of the meet
B. The start time of the meet
C. The scoring of the meet
D. The order of time trials events if time trials are offered
7. It is 7:30 a.m. and time for warm ups to begin, but your Safety Marshal has not yet arrived. What
should you do?
A. Begin warm ups immediately so that the swimmers can get a full warm up
B. Delay the start of warm-ups until a certified substitute Safety Marshal can be found
C. Ask the coaches to decide
8. If the entry fees sent to the meet host by a team do not match the number of entries provided, it is
recommended that the meet host:
A. Delete all of the team’s entries from the meet until the total fees are received
B. Starting with the team’s latest entries, delete entries until the numbers do match
C. Try to contact that team’s coach or representative
9. For all Gulf sponsored meets, teams must send their meet entries to the Technical Planning Chairman
A. True
B. False

10. Swimmer data reconciliation (validity check of swimmer names and USA numbers) is the
responsibility of:
A. Gulf Athlete Registration Coordinator
B. Meet Host (Meet director or Admin official)
C. Meet Referee
D. All of the above
11. A team is hosting a Gulf-S Sanction meet in a 25 yard pool with 8 lanes and they have 2 warm-up and
warm-down lanes then their swimmer surcharge fee for that meet will be $________.
12. The Meet Referee of a scheduled Gulf sponsored meet may limit on-deck entries to open lanes.
A. True
B. False
13. It is acceptable to measure the length of the pool:
A. With a steel tape measure that has an accuracy of 0.1”
B. With a laser measurer that has an accuracy of 0.1”
C. With multiple 25’ tape measurers bound together
D. a) and b)
E. All the above
14. For Gulf sponsored meets, the following events are pre-seeded:
A. 400 IM
B. 200 Free
C. 200 Medley Relay
D. 500 Free
E. All of the above
15. When an exception is found during the meet entries reconciliation the host shall:
A. Change the spelling of first, middle, and last name to match the registration file
B. Change birthdates to match the registration file
C. Change the swimmer ID to match the registration file
D. All of the above
16. The Safety Marshal must be at least _____ years old.
Fill in the blank
17. All teams hosting Gulf swim meets shall send an electronic copy of the meet invitation and the meet
set-up file to the Gulf Swimming Webmaster at least ___ weeks prior to the first day of the meet.
18. Meet data (entry files, lane timer sheets, console printouts, hard copy of results) should be retained by
the meet host:
A. Until the end of the season
B. For 1 year after the meet
C. Until the next meet
D. Only until the meet is over and results are posted on the Gulf website
19. All meets are to have awards for swimmers (except senior non-champs meet) where the minimum
award level is ribbons 1st – 8th for both individual and relay events.
A. True
B. False
20. For all Gulf sanctioned meets, it is the responsibility of the _______ to arrange for a sufficient number
of qualified officials.
21. Hosts for Gulf championship meets shall provide the Gulf Swimming Publicity Coordinator with a meet
summary including:
A. Individual high point award winners
B. Gulf Swimming record breakers
C. The winning team
D. All of the above

22. A fine of $100.00 will be assessed, and an additional fine of $100.00 for each month thereafter, if the
Financial Reports and the Gulf Surcharge Fees are not submitted within ____________ of the conclusion
of the Gulf sanctioned meet.
23. At what frequency should lane timer sheets be collected?
A. After each heat
B. After each event
C. After each session
D. When convenient
24. Meet Summary and Meet Evaluation reports are used by the Gulf Technical Planning Committee to
A. Plan for future seasons and meets
B. Assess appropriate fines
C. Both a) and b)
25. Which of the following is determined by the host team and NOT determined by Gulf LSC for Gulf
Sponsored meets:
A Entry fees & Swimmer surcharges
B. Time standards
C. Warm-up schedule and duration
D. Deck-seeded events
26. The pool length must be measured:
A. With touch pads in place
B. With touch pads in place only if they are accessible
C. With touch pads in place only if the referee deems necessary

27. A $100 fine will be levied against a team if the sanction application, including sanction form, meet
invitation and sanction fee of $50 per meet day, is not received by the Gulf Sanction Coordinator at
least eight (8) weeks prior to the date of the meet.
28. Lap counters should be made available:
A. In any individual freestyle event 16 lengths and longer
B. In any individual freestyle event 500 yards and longer
C. To any swimmer who wants to use one
D. In any individual event 500 yards and longer and the 400 Individual Medley
28. In USA Swimming competition, other than in Zone meet and the Olympic Festival and similar USA
Swimming sanctioned or approved meets, a relay team may be composed of unattached swimmers:
A. As long as they are all member of USA Swimming
B. As long as they are all registered through the same LSC
C. Under no circumstances
29. When setting up a Meet Manager file, values to use for heat intervals are:
A. 20 sec with 15 sec extra for backstroke for meets with fly-over starts
B. 20 sec with 15 sec extra for backstroke for meets with chase starts
C. 0 sec with 15 sec extra for backstroke for meets with fly-over starts
D. b and c
30. At a Senior meet, a coach asks you if his 13 year old swimmer can participate in the 100 freestyle
event for a time only. The swimmer will not be scored, and will be listed as an exhibition entry. The
Meet Director has the authority to allow this entry.
A. True
B. False
31. The Administrative Official
A. Can only work as the supervisor over the administrative positions at a meet
B. Can both supervise over the administrative positions at a meet and work in one of the administrative
positions
C. Reports to the Meet Director
D. B and C

32. All Gulf meet directors must have completed or passed the following:
A. Athlete Protection Training
B. Background check via USA swimming
C. Non Athlete member registration of USA swimming
D. All of the above
33. The entries for Gulf sponsored meets are
A. Due 3 weeks before the start of the meet for single venue meets
B. Due 3 weeks before the start of the meet for multivenue meets
C. Due 2 weeks before the start of the meet for a single venue meet
D. B & C
34. The following statements are true as it relates to gulf swimming meets:
A. The fee for a sanction is $50/day
B. Even if you do not rent a Gulf trailer, you must arrange for the use of Gulf Radios for Officials
C. Time Trials require an announcement and sanction fee separate from the Regular meet
D. All of the above
35. During a Gulf Swimming sanctioned meet, smoking is permitted:
A. Anywhere outside the immediate pool deck area.
B. Anywhere as long as the meet is conducted in an outside pool facility.
C. In no areas designated for swimmers.
36. If you are planning to include a Time Trials session at your meet, the following is required:
A. a separate meet announcement
B. a separate meet sanction
C. an additional fee of $50
D. all of the above
E. a) and c) only
37. List 3 responsibilities of the Safety Marshal. (1 point each)

40. The fine for not sending electronic copies of the meet invitation and the meet set-up file to the Gulf
Swimming Webmaster at least 6 weeks prior to the first day of the meet is______.
A. $0.00, there is no penalty
B. $100.00
C. $100.00 per day past the 6 weeks due date
41. About 1 hour after the start of an outdoor long course meet, a storm has moved into the area.
Lightning has been seen and thunder heard. The Meet Director is authorized by USA Swimming rules
to suspend the meet and clear the deck until conditions are improved.
A. True
B. False
42. Printed meet results should be posted promptly after each race. List 3 items they should include:

43. The Beyond IMX rule states:
A. Swimmers can swim any event as long as they have swum it before.
B. Swimmers 10 and under are not allowed to swim events further than 200 yards unless they have a
BB time in the 100 distance of that event.
C. Swimmers that are 14 and under that want to swim an event further than their IMX events must
achieve a B time in the events distance below that event before swimming the longer event.
D. This is not a rule

44. An athlete falls on the pool deck and injures her arm. The arm may be broken. The host club is
responsible for the following:
A. filling out a Report of Occurrence form and mailing it to the Technical Planning Committee Chairman
B. filling out a Report of Occurrence form and mailing it to the LSC Safety Chairman
C. filling out a Report of Occurrence form on USA web site
D. none of the above

45. The sanction application form must be sent to: (Choose 2)
A. The Gulf Sanction Coordinator
B. The Gulf General Chairman
C. The Gulf Technical Planning Chairman
D. Your Meet Referee
46. In order to rent Gulf Swimming timing equipment
A. A reservation must be made with the Gulf Equipment Coordinator 8 weeks prior to the meet.
B. A fee check made out to Gulf Swimming for $100/trailer per day must be received by the Gulf
Equipment Coordinator 8 weeks prior to the meet.
C. Both a) and b)

47. List 4 things that must be included in the meet program: (2 points)

49. Any swimmer transferring from one USA Swimming club to another club may not represent the new
USA Swimming club until a period of _____ days has elapsed since the swimmer last represented the
previous club in any competition.

50. A coach attending a Gulf-sanctioned meet is unable to prove to the Meet Director that he is certified in
First Aid and CPR. The coach should be allowed to work on the deck
A. With the Meet Director's discretion
B. With the approval of the Meet Referee
C. Under no circumstances
D. Either a) or b)

51. Timers may use the following devices to record swimmer times at Gulf meets:
A. The stopwatch function on a wristwatch
B. The stopwatch app on an iPhone
C. A battery-powered digital stopwatch
D. An analogue mechanical stopwatch
E. Any of the above
52. The Meet Director is responsible for completing and submitting the following forms to the Technical
Planning Committee Chairman within 2 weeks of the conclusion meet:
A. The Meet Summary Report Form (by email in the original MS Word format)
B. The Financial Report Form
C. Any Meet Evaluation forms collected by the host
D. The "Team Report with Athlete Entry Count”
E. a), c) and d)
F. a) and b) only

53. List 4 responsibilities of the Admin Official (2 points)

55. List 6 lead volunteer positions that each meet should have: (3 points)

58. The last event of the session is the senior 200 IM, which will be swum with combined ages, but
scored separating 10&U, 11-12, 13-14, and 15&O age groups, is subject to the 4-hour rule at a club
sponsored invitational.
A. True
B. False

59. Maximum number of athletes per lane in a warm-up shall be:
______/lane for 25-yard lanes
______/lane for 50-meter lanes

60. A host team must offer ___________________________ in order to add $2 to their facility surcharge.

